Treatment of a Gummy Smile Case with Reverse Vestibuloplasty
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Abstract

Gingival display greater than 3 mm results in a situation termed as gummy smile and this situation is often esthetically unacceptable for the individual. Different techniques have been used in case of hyperactive upper lip: botulinum toxin injections, lip elongations with rhinoplasties, lip muscle detachments, myotomies and lip repositionings. We aimed to present a case of a female patient with excessive gingival display treated using reverse vestibuloplasty. 47 year old female patient came to our periodontology clinics complaining of an unesthetic excessive gingival display more than 10 mm. A treatment model combining of crown lengthening procedures, reverse vestibuloplasty and esthetic prosthetic rehabilitation was planned. After local anesthesia, a horizontal incision from right upper molar to the left upper molar was made in the mucogingival junction. A parallel horizontal incision was also made 10 mm coronally and two vertical incisions were made in the most distal parts of the flap design. Half-thickness flap was reflected and tissue was removed. Two horizontal incision lines were connected using simple sutures, so the upper lip was not excessively mobile any longer. Crown-lengthening procedures were also performed. After one week, sutures were removed. Healing was uneventful. About a month later, esthetic prosthetic rehabilitation was performed. High-level patient satisfaction was achieved.

Discussion: Different techniques could also be combined in the existence of gummy smile.

Conclusion/clinical significance: Reverse vestibuloplasty is a minimal invasive surgical procedure with satisfying esthetic results as an alternative to orthognatic surgery.
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Introduction

Facial esthetic is largely dependent on an esthetic and pleasing smile [1]. A harmonic and symmetric composition of the teeth, visible gingiva, buccal corridors and lips are required for the esthetic perception principles [2]. A smile line that displays the entire coronal portion of the teeth and some amount of gingival tissue (1-2 mm) is associated with youth. In contrast, a smile line with only a portion of the coronal part of the teeth is associated with an older age [3,4]. It is also reported that the size of the teeth and upper lip position are the important factors for smile perception [4]. Excessive display of the gingival line- so called gummy smile- could be an important factor for an unesthetic smile [3]. A normal gingival display between the inferior border of the upper lip and the gingival margin of the central incisors during a normal smile is 1-2 mm. In contrast, an excessive gingival margin to the inferior border of the upper lip of a 3-4 mm or more is considered as unattractive [5].

Excessive gingival display affects approximately 10% of the population among 20-30 years old [6]. Females are more prone to have gummy smile. Gummy smile condition decreases with age due to the loss of muscle tone in both upper and lower lips [7]. Treatment methods for excessive gingival display are botulinum toxin injections, crown lengthening procedures, orthognatic surgeries, intrusion and lip repositioning surgeries. Severe gummy smile cases and cases with multiple etiology could be treated with the combination of the listed techniques [8,9]. In case of severe increased vertical excess, orthognatic surgery is the optimum treatment method. However, it is an invasive technique which requires hospitalization [10].

In our case report, we aimed to present a patient with an excessive vertical display and multiple diastema treated with reverse vestibuloplasty technique combined esthetic prosthetic rehabilitation.

Case

47 year old female patient came to our periodontology clinics complaining of an unesthetic excessive gingival display more than 10 mm, asymmetry and diastema on upper incisors (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Pre-operative view of the patient. Patient exhibited excessive gingival display and diastema.
A treatment model combining of crown lengthening procedures, reverse vestibuloplasty and esthetic prosthetic rehabilitation was planned.

After local anesthesia, a horizontal incision from right upper molar to the left upper molar was performed in the mucogingival junction using 15 scalpel blade. A parallel horizontal incision was also made 10 mm coronally and two vertical incisions were made in the most distal parts of the flap design. Half-thickness flap was reflected and tissue was removed (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Flap design.

Two horizontal incision lines were connected using simple sutures (4.0 propylene), so the upper lip was not excessively mobile any longer. Crown-lengthening procedures were also performed (Gingivectomy) (Figures 3-5).

Figure 3: Surgical view.

Periodontal packing was placed. Antibiotic (Alfoxil 500 mg, 3 × 1) and analgesic (Majezik 100 mg, 2 × 1) were prescribed. No antimicrobial mouthrinse was prescribed. Patient was told to have a soft diet. After one week, periodontal packing and sutures were removed. The wound region was rinsed using SF. Healing was uneventful (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Post-operative 1 week.

About a month later, esthetic prosthetic rehabilitation was performed. Teeth preparation was performed using chamfer technique. High-level patient satisfaction was achieved (Figure 7).

Figure 7: After prosthetic rehabilitation.

Discussion

Excessive gingival display, also known as the ‘gummy smile’ condition results in an unesthetic appearance of the smile line [3]. Patients with gummy smile could benefit from different treatment
alternatives; for example reverse vestibuloplasty (lip repositioning), botulinium toxin injections and orthognatic surgical interventions.

In this case, we treated a gummy smile patient using reverse vestibuloplasty technique. This procedure involves the retraction of the elevator muscles of the lip (zygomaticus minor, levator anguli, orbicularis oris and levator labii superioris) resulting in the decreased gingival display [11]. This approach has its own indications, advantages and disadvantages. It is relatively minimal invasive, relatively stable and easy for a patient’s acceptance. It is a short and easy surgical procedure that approximately lasts 30 min. It is cost effective, it does not require hospitalization and could be easily performed under local anesthesia.

Reverse vestibuloplasty should be performed carefully. During surgery, minor submucosal salivary glands should be taken into account and a possible damage should be avoided. Clinicians also should leave adequate width of attached gingiva during suturing. Patients with severe skeletal deformities are ideally treated with orthognatic surgical approaches and these patients are contraindicated for reverse vestibuloplasty [9].

Some reverse vestibuloplasty cases are reported in the literature with a rare complication of paresthesia and transient paralysis [12]. But generally, reverse vestibuloplasty is a safe and simple procedure [9]. In the presented case, we did not observe any complication.

In this case, we have had stable results using this technique (6 months). But further studies are needed in order to evaluate the long term stability of the reverse vestibuloplasty technique.
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